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We study scaling and renormalization in two dimensional quantum gravity in a covariant framework.
After reviewing the definition of a proper path integral measure, we use scaling arguments to rederive the
Knizhnik-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov relations, the fractal dimension of the theory and the scaling of the
reparametrization-invariant two point function. Then we compute the scaling exponents entering in these
relations by means of the functional renormalization group. We show that a key ingredient to obtain the
correct results already known from Liouville theory is the use of the exponential parametrization for metric
fluctuations. We also show that with this parametrization we can recover the correct finite part of the
effective action as the ϵ → 0 limit of quantum gravity in d ¼ 2þ ϵ.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.024026 PACS numbers: 04.60.-m, 11.10.Gh
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the quantum nature of gravity still lacks a
fundamental understanding. We now know that the first
nontrivial universal quantum effects, which one can com-
pute considering a free theory with weakly coupled
interactions, are only valid up to an energy scale not
exceeding the Planck scale, and that properly investigating
gravity at higher energies requires either the use of non-
perturbative methods or the introduction of new physics.
The past decades have witnessed the birth of different
nonperturbative methods that can be used to probe physics
beyond the weakly coupled regime. One of these methods
is functional renormalization group (FRG) techniques [1,2]
realizing Wilson’s approach to the renormalization group
(RG). Thanks to this new conceptual paradigm, we now
better understand what steps are needed to solve a theory. In
the Wilsonian RG, the strengths of the coupling constants
in a quantum field theory (QFT) form a generalized theory
space, and their running describes a trajectory in this space.
If we want a theory that describes physics at all possible
energy scales, then the end points of the RG trajectory
cannot sit at any finite scale, and thus have to represent
scale invariant theories. At a scale invariant point the
symmetry of the system gets in many cases enhanced to
the full conformal group, which can be thought of as
generated from Poincarè transformation, dilations, and
spacetime inversions. This is strictly true for unitary two
dimensional QFTs and is probably also true in four
dimensions under suitable assumptions.
Critical properties are associated with a scale invariant
phase of the system, since any nonzero mass scale would
define a finite correlation length. Thus critical properties are
determined by the fixed points of the RG flow. Two
trajectories with different starting points but ending at the
same fixed point will be associated with the same critical
properties. This fact is called universality. Universal proper-
ties are the only observable ones and are associated with a
fixed point and its basin of attraction, that is, with a
neighborhood of it in theory space. Knowing the critical
theory that sits at the conformal point, one can perturb it and
study how it evolves in a neighborhood of that point. The
critical exponents, which dictate the universal, observable
properties of the theory, are encoded in the conformal data
around the fixed point, namely, for a given representation of
the Lorentz group (spin), in the spectrum of scaling dimen-
sions of the fields of the theory. This spectrum uniquely
determines the lowest order correlators,1 from which all
higher order correlators can be reconstructed using bootstrap
relations. In the weakly coupled regime of standard pertur-
bative QFTs, for example, knowledge of the correlators
means thatwecaninprinciplecompute theS-matrixelements
for a given process, and thus give the observables. Thus in
order to get the physics one does not need to solve the full
theory, but just to look at the universal properties.
Reconstructing the conformal field theory (CFT) data is
oneway of accessing the universal properties, and thus have
all the physical predictions of the theory at hand.
Even then, though, when gravity is introduced, its
backreaction on matter will in general change the critical
properties of the theory, and then the CFT data as well, in a
nontrivial way. The scaling dimensions will get a gravita-
tional “dressing.” The nature of this dressing is a non-
perturbative question and is of fundamental importance if
we want to address the fundamental universal properties of
gravity. If one knows the scaling spectrum at one scale, or
1This is only partially true, since one also needs the structure
constants Cijk. However, the gravitational dressing will only
involve the Δ’s.
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for instance at the fixed point, then in principle one can
dress any other scale with RG flows. The problem is then
reduced to that of finding the gravitational dressing at the
fixed point (or near it).
We find that light is sometimes shed on a complicated
problem by investigating a lower dimensional instance of it.
In two dimensions, in particular, the last 40 years have seen
an incredible progress in our understanding of the math-
ematical structures involved. We now know that in two
dimensions the bootstrap relations are so powerful that they
allow for an exact solution of the equations, thus finding
the complete spectrum of scaling dimensions. This allows
us to completely classify CFTs. This, together with
Zamolodchikov’s proof that any unitary two dimensional
scale invariant QFT is a CFT, implies that we have a
complete understanding of the fixed points, and thus the
critical phases of (relativistic) matter in low dimensional
systems. The last piece of information was given by
Knizhnik, Polyakov, and Zamolodchikov (KPZ), who were
able to derive an exact formula for the gravitational
dressing of scaling dimensions [3]. This tells us the total
effect that gravity has on the critical phases of matter and
can thus be regarded as a solution of quantum gravity in
two dimensions.
In this paper we want to give a unified overview on these
aspects, byusing the functionalRG.Wewill see that themain
physical ideasbehind themstemfromvery simpleprinciples,
and that the FRG allows for a very simple derivation ofmany
results that follow from these arguments.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the quantities of interest in two dimensional quantum
gravity, together with the proper definition of path integral
measure that we will use, and then rederives the relation
between the anomaly coefficient and the beta function of
Newton’s constant. Section III lays down the scaling
arguments for two dimensional quantum gravity, in par-
ticular deriving the KPZ relations. Section IV complements
the previous one with the dual approach, namely renorm-
alization. In the first part we review the details needed in a
background field computation and the basics of functional
RG. In the second part we study gravity in d ¼ 2: we
compute the graviton central charge/coefficient anomaly cg,
the scaling exponents needed in the scaling relations, and
we comment on the relation with the Liouville theory. In
the third and final part we study gravity in d ¼ 2þ ϵ,
deriving in a different way the graviton central charge and
analyzing the finite part of the effective action. Finally,
Sec. V is devoted to conclusions.
II. TWO DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM GRAVITY
Euclidean two dimensional quantum gravity is loosely
defined as the sum over all metrics living in two dimen-
sional manifolds. Since the latter, in the closed orientable
case, can be topologically classified by the number of holes
h, the sum over all metrics becomes a sum of integrals over
the functional space of metrics on a manifold with fixed
topology. The partition function for 2d quantum gravity
is then
ZðΛ; GÞ ¼
X
h
Z
h
Dge−Λ
R ﬃﬃ
g
p þ 1
4πG
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R; ð1Þ
where G is Newton’s constant and Λ is the cosmological
constant. Using the Gauss-Bonnet relation χðhÞ ¼
1
4π
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R we can write
ZðΛ; GÞ ¼
X
h
eχðhÞ=GZhðΛÞ;
ZhðΛÞ ¼
Z
h
Dge−Λ
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
; ð2Þ
where χðhÞ ¼ 2 − 2h is the Euler characteristic. We omit
the subscript h when h ¼ 0.
The major problem in defining the path integral over
geometries is the construction or definition of the measure
Dg to which now we turn. We will adopt a pragmatic point
of view on the problem, and we will not attempt a rigorous
construction, which can be found in [4], but instead we
want to focus on the basic properties satisfied by the
procedure of averaging over metrics with the intent of
obtaining general scaling relations for the physical quan-
tities. In other words, we are more interested in computing
universal quantities like critical exponents than in solving a
particular quantum gravity model.
A. Fixed-area functionals
It turns out to be very useful to consider the Laplace
transform of the partition function
ZhðΛÞ ¼
Z
∞
0
dAZhðAÞe−ΛA;
ZhðAÞ ¼
Z
h
Dgδ
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
− A

: ð3Þ
In fact, these relations show that all we need to do to be able
to compute the partition function is to find the average of
the delta function containing the composite area operatorR ﬃﬃ
g
p
. Note that this observation is valid for an arbitrary
bare action.
Together with the partition function, we can also define
other transformed, or “fixed-area,” quantities. For instance,
the expectation value of a general operatorO½Φ; g depend-
ing on some matter fields Φ can be rewritten asZ ﬃﬃ
g
p
O½Φ; g

¼
X
h
eχðhÞ=G
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
O½Φ; g

h
¼
X
h
eχðhÞ=G
Z
∞
0
dAFhðAÞe−ΛA; ð4Þ
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where FhðAÞ is the transformed one-point function,
FhðAÞ¼
1
ZðAÞ
Z
h
DgDgΦδ
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
−A
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
O½Φ;g: ð5Þ
Just as for the partition function, the scaling of FhðAÞ will
determine the full quantum scaling of the expectation value
of the operator and will tell us how its scaling dimension is
modified by gravity.
These objects all parametrically depend on the fixed area
A, whose scaling is still the classical one. However, we can
also consider expectation values depending on more
interesting geometrical objects, such as the geodesic
distance between two points. The geodesic distance is
defined as
dgðx; x0Þ ¼
Z
1
0
dt
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gμνðxðtÞÞ
dxμðtÞ
dt
dxνðtÞ
dt
r
; ð6Þ
where xμ is a solution of the geodesic equation
d2xμðtÞ
dt2
þ ΓμρσðxðtÞÞ dx
ρðtÞ
dt
dxσðtÞ
dt
¼ 0; ð7Þ
with xð0Þ ¼ x0 and xð1Þ ¼ x. From this we can construct
the (geometric) two-point function [4]:
GðA;lÞ ¼
Z
Dgδ
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
− A
Z
dξ
ﬃﬃ
g
p
×
Z
dξ0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0
p
δðdgðξ − ξ0Þ − lÞ ð8Þ
whose scaling will also be studied in the following.
The subtle point when studying this quantity is that the
parameter l, which classically scales as a length, in the full
quantum regime acquires a nontrivial scaling. We can
understand this if we notice that the definition of the
geodesic distance involves the Christoffel symbols on the
manifold. These in the quantum regime become composite
operators of the metric, having their own scaling, which
will correct the naive one.
B. Formal properties of Dg
For any quantum field theory in curved space in d ¼ 2, a
key role is played by the conformal anomaly. This basically
says that the standard functional measure for matter fields
DgΦ is not invariant under Weyl rescalings of the metric
gμν → gμνe2σ and the field Φ→ Φe−Δσ ,
Dge2σ ðΦe−ΔσÞ ¼ DgΦe
cΦ
24πSL½σ;g; ð9Þ
where SL½σ; g is the Wess-Zumino or Liouville action (to
be defined in a moment) and cΦ is the conformal anomaly
coefficient, or central charge, of the (UV) matter field
theory.
The Liouville action is defined as the difference between
the Polyakov action,
SP½g ¼ −
1
96π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ
R; ð10Þ
evaluated before and after a Weyl rescaling,
SP½ge2σ − SP½g ¼ −
1
24π
SL½σ; g: ð11Þ
We thus define the Liouville action as follows:
SL½σ; g ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p ½σΔσ þ σR: ð12Þ
The conformal mode can be eliminated by choosing
σðgÞ ¼ 1
2ΔR. Note that (11) is invariant modulo a topo-
logical term under constant shifts σ → σ þ ω,
SP½ge2ω ¼ SP½g −
1
24π
SL½ω; g ¼ SP½g −
1
6
χðhÞω: ð13Þ
Following [5] we formally construct a Weyl invariant
measure by multiplying the standard one by a factor
ecΦSP½g,
DWeylg Φ ¼ DgΦecΦSP½g: ð14Þ
This may be achieved by multiplying by
1 ¼ ecΦSP½ge−cΦSP½g; thus we can write
DgΦ ¼ DWeylg Φe−cΦSP½g: ð15Þ
Here we will make the ansatz, or perform the construction,
in which the same applies to the gravitational case,
Dgg ¼ DWeylg ge−cgSP½g; ð16Þ
where cg is the (UV) gravitational anomaly coefficient, or
central charge, that has to be determined self-consistently.
The introduction of the Weyl invariant measure amounts to
add to the UVaction a Polyakov term cgSP½g. Thus we can
work as if the measure is Weyl invariant, not caring about
the conformal anomaly at all, provided we add the
Polyakov action to the bare action with the correct UV
central charge cg. Notice that in order to have a well-
defined path integral, we also need a gauge fixing pro-
cedure. We will leave this implicit until Sec. IV, where this
issue will be discussed in greater detail.
From now on wewill use the Weyl invariant measure and
we will drop the label Weyl, unless otherwise specified (as
in Sec. IV. C. 3).
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C. Relation between cg and ∂tGk
How do we compute cg? The standard way [6,7] is to use
Liouville theory (see Sec. IV. C. 3). Another way is to link
cg to the beta function of Newton’s constant. Consider the
partition function (2) at Λ ¼ 0 in which we make a
rescaling of the metric gμν → λ−2g μν,
Z ¼
X
h
e
χðhÞ
G Zh
¼
X
h
e
χðhÞ
G
Z
h
Dðλ−2gÞe−cgSP½λ−2g
¼
X
h
e
χðhÞ
G
Z
h
Dge−cgSP½g−
cg
6
χðhÞ log λ
¼
X
h
eð1G−
cg
6
log λÞχðhÞZh; ð17Þ
where in the first step we made a dummy relabeling and in
the second we used the Weyl invariance of the measure and
(13). This expression is consistent if Newton’s constant is
scale dependent, G ¼ Gk, evaluated at λ−1k. This is to be
since we have to keep the physical scale ds2 ¼ gμνdxμdxν
invariant: the rescaling gμν → λ−2g μν means that the coor-
dinates transform as x → λx, which implies that k → λ−1k.
Since the partition function in this case did not change it
must be that
1
Gλ−1k
−
cg
6
log λ ¼ 1
Gk
: ð18Þ
Expanding (18) leads to
1
Gλ−1k
−
cg
6
log λ ¼ 1
Gk
−

∂t

1
Gk

þ cg
6

log λþ    ;
ð19Þ
where ∂t ¼ k∂k. This immediately implies the one-loop
exact relation
∂t

1
Gk

¼ − cg
6
; ð20Þ
or equivalently
∂tGk ¼ cg
6
G2k: ð21Þ
These relations show that from the computation of Newton’s
beta function we can thus determine the central charge [5].
III. SCALING
In this section we will review the scaling arguments as
they follow from our construction. The key one is the
scaling of the expectation value of a matter (composite)
operator, which gives the famous KPZ dressing [3], telling
us how flat scaling dimensions are modified by gravity. In
order to derive this we will have to start by looking at the
scaling of the partition function.
A. Partition function
We will start by presenting the scaling argument for the
partition function ZhðAÞ. We have
ZhðAÞ ¼
Z
h
Dge−cgSP½gδðI0½g − AÞ; ð22Þ
where I0½g≡
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
is the area composite operator. We
want to enquire the scaling A → λA remembering that the
measure is invariant and the Polyakov action satisfies (13).
The scaling of the area composite operator can be affected
by nontrivial quantum corrections; hence we will leave it
general, I0½λg ¼ λαI0½g. We then have
ZhðλAÞ ¼
Z
h
Dge−cgSP½gδðI0½g − λAÞ
¼ 1
λ
Z
h
Dge−cgSP½gδðλ−1I0½g − AÞ
¼ 1
λ
Z
h
Dðλ1=αgÞe−cgSP½λ1=αgδðλ−1I0½λ1=αg − AÞ
¼ 1
λ
Z
h
Dge−cgSP½gþ
cg
6
χðhÞ 1
2α log λδðI0½g − AÞ
¼ λ cg12α χðhÞ−1ZhðAÞ: ð23Þ
If we now choose λ ¼ 1=A, we find the following scaling
form:
ZhðAÞ ¼ ChA
cg
6αð1−hÞ−1; ð24Þ
where Ch ¼ ZhðA ¼ 1Þ. This is the general form of the
fixed-area partition function, which can now be trans-
formed back to give the full form of the standard ZðΛ; GÞ.
To make further contact with the literature, we can define
the string susceptibility γ through
ZhðAÞ ¼ ChAγ−3; ð25Þ
so that we find
γ ¼ cg
6α
ð1 − hÞ þ 2: ð26Þ
In the following sections we will see that cg ¼ cΦ − 25, and
we will compute the scaling exponent α, obtaining the value
α ¼ 25 − cΦ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 − cΦÞð25 − cΦÞp
12
: ð27Þ
Thus we have
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γ ¼ − 25 − cΦ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 − cΦÞð25 − cΦÞp
12
ð1 − hÞ þ 2: ð28Þ
In the absence of matter we find
γ ¼ − 5
2
ð1 − hÞ þ 2; ð29Þ
and on the sphere2 γ ¼ − 1
2
.
The partition function for two dimensional quantum
gravity is then found to be
ZhðΛÞ ¼ Ch
Z
∞
0
dAe−ΛAAγ−3 ¼ τhΛ2−γ;
where we defined the model dependent constants τh ¼
ChΓðγ − 2Þ (see [4] for an explicit evaluation of these
constants in dynamically triangulated gravity). After com-
bining with (2) we finally arrive at
ZðΛ; GÞ ¼
X
h
τhðe1GΛ−
cg
12αÞχðhÞ; ð30Þ
showing that Newton’s constant contributes as a “topo-
logical term” e1=G and that the partition function depends
only on the variable κ ¼ e1GΛ− cg12α. In the case of no matter
we have, more explicitly, κ ¼ e1GΛ52.
B. KPZ
We can apply the same logic to the expectation value of a
matter operator IO½Φ; g ¼
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
O½Φ; g, defined through
the fixed-area functional FhðAÞ. Suppose the scaling of this
operator is IO½Φ; λg ¼ λβIO½Φ; g. Again, this takes into
account all possible quantum corrections to a composite
operator. Then we have
FhðλAÞ ¼ λ−
cg
12α χðhÞþ1 1
ZðAÞ
Z
h
DgDgΦe−cgSP½gδðI0½g − λAÞIO½Φ; g
¼ λ− cg12α χðhÞ 1
ZðAÞ
Z
h
DgDgΦe−cgSP½gδðλ−1I0½g − AÞIO½Φ; g
¼ λ− cg12α χðhÞ 1
ZðAÞ
Z
h
Dðλ1=αgÞDgΦe−cgSP½λ1=αgδðλ−1I0½λ1=αg − AÞIO½Φ; λ1=αg
¼ λ− cg12α χðhÞλβ=α 1
ZðAÞ
Z
h
DgDgΦe−cgSP½gþ
cg
6
χðhÞ 1
2α log λδðI0½g − AÞIO½Φ; g
¼ λβ=α 1
ZðAÞ
Z
h
DgDgΦe−cgSP½gδðI0½g − AÞIO½Φ; g
¼ λβ=αFhðAÞ:
Choosing again λ ¼ 1=A, we find the scaling form of the
expectation value
FhðAÞ ¼ Aβ=αFhð1Þ: ð31Þ
The physical meaning of this scaling is found by noticing
that the gravitational scaling dimension Δ can be defined
from a one-point function as FhðAÞ ∝ A1−Δ, while β is
related to the flat scaling dimensionΔ0 of the operatorO, as
we will prove later, by
β ¼ 25 − cΦ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1þ 24Δ0 − cΦÞð25 − cΦÞp
12
: ð32Þ
This means that the scaling dimension Δ0 of an operator
receives a gravitational dressing which changes it into
Δ ¼ 1 − β
α
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − cΦ
p
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 24Δ0 − cΦ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − cΦ
p
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
25 − cΦ
p ; ð33Þ
which is the KPZ formula. This relation can be recast in the
equivalent form (see Sec. IV. C. 2),
Δ − Δ0 ¼
6α2
25 − cΦ
ΔðΔ − 1Þ; ð34Þ
also known in the literature as the KPZ relation, which
shows clearly that all the effect of gravity is encoded in the
scaling α of the area operator.
2For a complementary approach based on matrix models
see [8].
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C. Fractal properties of spacetime
The previous considerations only required the scaling of
a fixed area, which is dictated by its classical scaling.
However, if the partition function starts to depend on less
trivial geometrical quantities such as the geodesic distance
between two points, as in the case of the two point function
(8), the scaling of these quantities can get a nontrivial
modification with respect to the classical one, as we here
briefly review [9].
The effective scaling dimension in a quantum spacetime
can be probed by considering a random walk, or a diffusion
process, and studying its properties. The scaling dimension
is related to the return probability, which in our case can be
expressed as
PðA; sÞ ¼

1
A
Tre−sΔ

¼ 1
ZðAÞ
Z
Dge−cgSP½gδðI0½g − AÞ
×
1
A
Tre−sΔ; ð35Þ
in which s is the diffusion time, and Ks ¼ e−sΔ is the heat
kernel, which is a solution of the heat equation [10],
∂sKsðx; x0Þ þ ΔxKsðx; x0Þ ¼ 0; ð36Þ
with boundary condition K0ðx; x0Þ ¼ δðx − x0Þ= ﬃﬃgp . The
scaling dimension in the UV is related to the way in which
PðA; sÞ scales as a function of s for s → 0. We immediately
notice that at s ¼ 0 we have
PðA; 0Þ ¼ 1 ¼ PðλA; 0Þ: ð37Þ
If we assume that this holds also for small finite s, whose
scaling is still unknown, by repeating the same manipu-
lations of the previous sections we find the following
relation:
PðλA; λωsÞ
¼ 1
ZðAÞ
Z
Dge−cgSP½gδðI0½g − AÞ
1
A
Tre−λ
ωsΔðλ1=αgÞ
¼ 1
ZðAÞ
Z
Dge−cgSP½gδðI0½g − AÞ
1
A
Tre−λ
ωþ ~α=αsΔðgÞ
¼ PðA; sÞ;
where we used the fact that TrKsðx; yÞ ¼
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
trKsðx; xÞ,
so it scales as I0½g, and the Laplacian has its own scaling
ΔðλgÞ ¼ λ ~αΔðgÞ, with ~α a new scaling exponent. The only
way to fulfill this condition is that ω ¼ − ~α=α. Thus the
diffusion time s scales as A− ~α=α. The average, in the
diffusion process, of the squared geodesic distance from
a starting point x0 is given by (the subscript s indicates that
this is the diffusion average, not the quantum one)
hd2gðx; x0Þis ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
d2gðx; x0ÞKsðx; x0Þ: ð38Þ
The scaling is determined by the small s behavior of the
average. Expanding the heat kernel for small s, using
dgðx0; x0Þ ¼ 0, we see that hd2gðx; x0Þis starts at linear order
in s, and thus scales as well as A− ~α=α. The coefficient ~α will
be determined later like the other exponents encountered
previously. We will find that
~α
α
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
49 − cΦ
p
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
25 − cΦ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − cΦ
p
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
25 − cΦ
p : ð39Þ
This relation (or more precisely an equivalent version of it)
was found in [9]. We see that for c ¼ 0 we have
~α=α ¼ −1=2, which means that in the full quantum regime
the geodesic distance scales like A1=4.
A more direct physical way of seeing this can be the
following. We know that for a random walk on a fractal, the
average square displacement is related to the walking time
T by the power law,
hr2i ∝ T2=dw ; ð40Þ
dw being the walking dimension. Since the walking time
scales like an area (this is a general property of random
walks in two dimensions: their trajectories have Hausdorff
dimension 2), we deduce that the geodesic distance scales
like dg ∼ A1=dw . Now we can use the known form of dw
[11], which is
dw ¼ 4þ beta functions ð41Þ
to get that, at a fixed point, dw ¼ 4, and thus dg scales
like A1=4.
D. Two point function
Finally, knowing the scaling of the geodesic distance, we
can reproduce the previous arguments for the geometric
two point functionGðA;lÞ defined in (8). Using the scaling
we just found for the geodesic length, we find
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GðλA; λ1=4lÞ ¼
Z
Dge−cgSP½gδðI0½g − λAÞ
Z
d2ξ
ﬃﬃ
g
p Z
d2ξ0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0
p
δðdgðξ − ξ0Þ − λ1=4lÞ
¼ λ−54
Z
Dge−cgSP½gδðλ−1I0½g − AÞ
Z
d2ξ
ﬃﬃ
g
p Z
d2ξ0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0
p
δðλ−1=4dgðξ − ξ0Þ − lÞ
¼ λ−54
Z
Dðλ1=αgÞe−cgSP½λ1=αgδðλ−1I0½λ1=αg − AÞ
× λ2
Z
d2ξ
ﬃﬃ
g
p Z
d2ξ0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0
p
δðλ−1=4dλ1=αgðξ − ξ0Þ − lÞ
¼ λ34þ cg12α χðhÞ
Z
Dge−cgSP½gδðI0½g − AÞ
Z
d2ξ
ﬃﬃ
g
p Z
d2ξ0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0
p
δðdgðξ − ξ0Þ − lÞ
¼ λ34þ cg12α χðhÞGðA;lÞ;
in which we had to assume that λ−1=4dλ1=αgðξ − ξ0Þ ¼
dgðξ − ξ0Þ, which is required to have a well-defined delta
function. Taking again λ ¼ A−1 we find
GðA;lÞ ¼ A34þ cg12α χðhÞfðlA−1=4Þ; ð42Þ
with fðxÞ≡Gð1; xÞ. The scaling in Λ will then be
GðΛ;lÞ ¼
Z
∞
0
dAGðA;lÞe−ΛA
¼
Z
∞
0
dAA
3
4
þ cg
12α χðhÞfðlA−1=4Þe−ΛA
¼ Λ−74− cg12α χðhÞgðlΛ1=4Þ;
with
gðxÞ≡
Z
∞
0
dye−yy3=4þ
cg
12α χðhÞfðxy−1=4Þ: ð43Þ
This way we recover the known scaling on the sphere [4],
GðΛ;lÞ ¼ Λ−74þ52ð1−hÞgðlΛ1=4Þ ¼
ðh¼0Þ
Λ
3
4gðlΛ1=4Þ: ð44Þ
The scaling function has been computed in [4], and its
detailed form is gðxÞ ¼ cosh x=sinh3x.
IV. RENORMALIZATION
In this section we will consider renormalization in order
to compute the anomaly coefficient cg and the critical
exponents α; β;…, that characterize the scaling laws
derived in the previous section. In particular we will
compute the beta function of Newton’s constant since this
leads to the computation of cg via relation (20). The critical
exponents are instead related to the scaling dimensions of
composite operators, such as I0½g ¼
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
.
We will perform our computations in both d ¼ 2 and
d ¼ 2þ ϵ in order to enquire various things: which
operator drives the flow, i.e. SP½g in d ¼ 2 versusR ﬃﬃ
g
p
R in d ¼ 2þ ϵ; the connection with Liouville theory;
the limit ϵ → 0; the role of different parametrizations of the
metric fluctuation. From now on we will also fix the
topology to be spherical, since cg and the scaling exponents
do not depend on the topology.
A. Background, gauges, and ghosts
We need now to discuss in more detail the construction
of the measure. The standard approach that we will follow
here is the original Faddeev-Popov method that allows one
to factor out the volume of the Diff group via a gauge fixing
and at the cost of introducing ghost fields, or better at the
cost of introducing an additional functional determinant,
Dg → Dgδ½fZgh½g; ð45Þ
where f ¼ 0 is the gauge-fixing condition and Zgh½g is the
Fadeev-Popov determinant. A nice and elegant introduction
to gravitational functional integrals can be found in [12], to
which we refer for more details.
To preserve invariance under diffeomorphisms we
employ the background field method where we expand
around a background metric g¯μν and we integrate over the
metric fluctuation hμν. Fluctuations can be parametrized in
different ways; here we will discuss two of them, the linear
(or standard) parametrization,
gμν ¼ g¯μν þ hμν; ð46Þ
and the exponential parametrization [13–15],
gμν ¼ g¯μλehλν ¼ g¯μν þ hμν þ
1
2
hμλhλν þ    : ð47Þ
Since the flow equations involve the Hessians, or second
variations, of the effective action, we will keep track of the
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parametrization choice by introducing the tensor
Hμν ¼ ξhμλhλν, where ξ is a parameter which can be either
zero or one, so that we can write δgμν ¼ hμν and
δ2gμν ¼ Hμν. Now the functional integration over the
metric gμν can be replaced by one over the fluctuation
hμν, i.e. Dgμν ¼ Dhμν, and the Fadeev-Popov operatorM,
defined by detM ¼ Zgh½g, is given by
M½h; g¯ ¼ δf½h
ϵ; g¯
δϵ
				
ϵ¼0
; ð48Þ
where hϵμν ¼ hμν þ∇μϵν þ∇νϵμ represents an infinitesi-
mal coordinate transformation of the tensor hμν with respect
to the full metric gμν. There are now two possible gauge
choices. The conformal gauge (CG)
fμν ¼ hμν −
1
2
g¯μνh; ð49Þ
which fixes the gauge completely only in d ¼ 2, and the
Feynman gauge (FG)
fμ ¼ ∇¯νhμν − 1
2
∇¯μh; ð50Þ
which can be used in any dimension d ≥ 2. Note that the
FG is the gradient of the CG. As usual the strict gauge-
fixing condition δ½f can be relaxed by exponentiation of
the delta function, in this way introducing the gauge-fixing
action Sgf½h; g¯, that in the background gauge depends on
both the fluctuation and the background metric. In CG the
gauge-fixing action is
Sgf½h; g¯ ¼
1
2α
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ¯
g
p 
hμν −
1
2
g¯μνh

hμν −
1
2
g¯μνh

;
ð51Þ
while in FG it is
Sgf½h; g¯ ¼
1
2α
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ¯
g
p ∇¯αhαμ − 1
2
∇¯μh

×

∇¯βhμβ − 12 ∇¯
μh

: ð52Þ
In both cases α is the gauge-fixing parameter.3
The Fadeev-Popov operatorM can be computed given
the gauge condition. In CG the variation of the gauge
condition leads to (remember that h ¼ g¯μνhμν)
δfμν ¼ δhμν −
1
2
g¯μνδh ¼ ∇μϵν þ∇νϵμ − g¯μν∇ · ϵ≡ ðLϵÞμν;
ð53Þ
which defines the vector to symmetric traceless rank two
tensor differential operator Lαμν ≡ δαν∇μ þ δαμ∇ν − g¯μν∇α.
Introducing the adjoint operator,Z ﬃﬃ¯
g
p
χμνðLϵÞμν ¼ 2
Z ﬃﬃ¯
g
p
χμν∇μϵν
¼ −2
Z ﬃﬃ¯
g
p ∇μ χμνϵν ≡
Z ﬃﬃ¯
g
p ðL† χÞνϵν;
ð54Þ
we find ðL†Þμνα ¼ −ðδμα∇ν þ δνα∇μÞ. We can handle the FP
determinant more easily using the fact that L and L† have
the same nonzero eigenvalues,
detM ¼ det0L ¼ ðdet0L†LÞ12; ð55Þ
where we exclude the zero modes from the determinant,
which are actually the zero modes of L†. It is easy to reveal
the explicit form of the FP operator when hμν ¼ 0,
ðL†Þμνβ Lαμν ¼ −ðδμβ∇¯ν þ δνβ∇¯μÞðδαν∇¯μ þ δαμ∇¯ν − g¯μν∇¯αÞ
¼ 2ðΔ¯δαβ − R¯αβÞ≡ 2ðΔ¯1Þαβ; ð56Þ
where we introduced the spin one Laplacian Δ1. In FG we
have instead
δfμ ¼

δαμ∇¯β − 1
2
g¯αβ∇¯μ

δhαβ
¼

δαμ∇¯β − 1
2
g¯αβ∇¯μ

ð∇αϵβ þ∇βϵαÞ;
and thus
detM ¼ det ð∇¯αgαν∇μ þ ∇¯αgμν∇α − ∇¯μgνα∇αÞ: ð57Þ
Note that the differential operator in (57) depends non-
trivially on hμν and gμν. It simplifies when hμν ¼ 0,
∇¯αg¯αν∇¯μ þ ∇¯αδμν∇¯α − ∇¯μg¯να∇¯α ¼ Δ¯δμν − R¯μν ¼ ðΔ¯1Þαβ:
ð58Þ
We see that the CG and FG ghost operators are the same
when hμν ¼ 0, but CG has a real ghost while FG has
complex ghosts; i.e. the determinant is under a square root
in the first case. Note also that in CG we need to exclude
zero modes, while in FG we need not (since it is the
gradient of the CG).
3The gauge-fixing parameter should not be confused with the
scaling exponent labeled in the same way.
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A final comment on the CG in d ¼ 2. In the exponential
parametrization, i.e. ξ ¼ 1, we have
gμν¼ g¯μλehλν ¼ g¯μλe12δλνh¼ g¯μλδλνe12h¼ g¯μνe12h≡ g¯μνe2σ; ð59Þ
showing that all metrics can be reached from the back-
ground metric via a Weyl transformation with factor
σ ¼ h
4
: ð60Þ
Note that the Liouville action (12) in terms of h reads
1
24π
SL½h=4; g ¼
1
96π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
4
hΔhþ hR

: ð61Þ
Having set up the background, the gauges, and the ghosts,
we can now turn to the discussion of the RG flow
equations.
B. Flow equations
To study the renormalizaion group flow and to compute
the beta function and the critical or scaling exponents we
will employ the functional RG approach based on the exact
RG flow equation satisfied by the effective action4 [2,16].
Using the background field method to preserve gauge
invariance along the flow leads to the following flow
equation first derived in [2]:
∂tΓk½h; g¯ ¼ 1
2
TrðΓð2;0Þk ½h; g¯ þ Rk½g¯Þ−1∂tRk½g¯ þ ghost;
ð62Þ
where the scale dependent, or running, effective action
Γk½h; g¯ depends on the fluctuation and background metric.
The ghost terms will be discussed in a moment. Here Rk½g¯
is the cutoff kernel, responsible for the regulation and for
the coarse graining. The flow equation (62) can be derived
by the RG improvement of the regularized one-loop
background gauge effective action, and as shown in [2],
this improvement leads to an exact equation. The gauge
invariant part of the effective action is5 Γk½g¯≡ Γk½0; g¯ and
satisfies a flow equation given by setting hμν ¼ 0 in (62). In
general the effective action can be written as
Γk½h; g¯ ¼ Γk½g¯þ h þ Sgf½h; g¯; ð63Þ
where we introduced the gauge-fixing action. The Hessian
in (62) is then
Γð2;0Þk ½h; g¯ ¼ Γð2Þk ½g¯þ h þ Sð2;0Þgf ½h; g¯: ð64Þ
In this way, the flow equation for the gauge invariant part of
the effective action becomes
∂tΓk½g¯ ¼ 1
2
TrðΓð2Þk ½g¯ þ Sð2;0Þgf ½0; g¯ þ Rk½g¯Þ−1∂tRk½g¯
þ ghost ð65Þ
and will be used in the next sections to compute the beta
functions of Λk and Gk. More specifically, to extract the
beta functions of a set of couplings λik, we expand both
sides of Eq. (65) on the relative operator basis Ii½g¯,
∂tΓk½g¯ ¼
X
i
∂tλikIi½g¯;
1
2
Tr


Γð2Þk ½g¯ þ Sð2;0Þgf ½0; g¯ þ Rk½g¯

−1∂tRk½g¯ ¼
X
i
βiIi½g¯;
ð66Þ
and by comparison we obtain the equations ∂tλik ¼ βi; i.e.
the beta functions are the coefficients of the expansion of
the functional trace on the right-hand side (rhs) of the flow
equation. In the context of quantum gravity, the expansion
of the functional trace is performed with the fundamental
aid of the heat kernel expansion, in both its local and
nonlocal realizations [10]. These techniques allow us to
work covariantly at any step of the computations.
The ghost contribution in (62) or (65) depends on the
gauge; in CG we have
ghost ¼ − 1
2
Tr0
∂tRkðΔ1Þ
Δ1 þ RkðΔ1Þ
; ð67Þ
where we used the fact that L†L ¼ Δ1 and the excluded
zero modes are those of L†. In FG one instead finds
ghost ¼ −Tr ∂tRkðΔ1Þ
Δ1 þ RkðΔ1Þ
; ð68Þ
still involving the spin one Laplacian but counted twice and
with no zero modes excluded. One of the virtues of Eq. (65)
is that it holds in any dimension and allows, via the
expansion (66), the computation of the beta functions of
any set of couplings. We are going to exploit these
properties in the next two sections, IV. C and IV. D, to
covariantly derive the RG flow of quantum gravity in,
respectively, d ¼ 2 and d ¼ 2þ ϵ.
C. Quantum gravity in d ¼ 2
In this section we discuss the renormalization group flow
in strictly two dimensions. Since the invariant
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R is
topological, it cannot be driving the RG flow, as instead it
does in d ≥ 2, and another invariant must take its place in
order to have nontrivial beta functions. From the discussion
of Secs. II and III we know that the natural candidate is the
4The effective action, when evaluated on shell, is related to the
partition function by Γ ¼ − logZ.5We use Γk½g in place of the standard notation Γ¯k½g to
simplify the notation.
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Polyakov action. Generally we are then led to consider the
following ansatz for the gauge invariant part of the running
effective action:
Γk½g ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
Λk −
1
4πGk
R −
ck
96π
R
1
Δ
R

¼ ΛkI0½g −
1
4πGk
I1½g þ ckSP½g: ð69Þ
Here Λk, Gk, and ck are running couplings, the scale
dependence of which contains the information about the
RG flow. Wewill soon see that the conformal anomaly does
not renormalize, at least within the set of operators that we
are considering in (69) (see [5] for a deeper analysis of this
point), and we can thus set ck ¼ cg without any loss of
generality. We will also drop the bar over the background
metric when its presence is understood.
1. Beta functions
Wewill extract the beta functions for the couplings in (69)
from the flow equation (65). The first thing we need to do is
to compute the Hessian of the action (69). To obtain the
quadratic action from which we can extract the Hessian, we
need the second variations of the operators I0½g, I1½g, and
SP½g. The details of these computations are given in the
Appendix. We will also employ the traceless-trace decom-
position,
hμν ¼ hˆμν þ
1
d
g¯μνh; g¯μνhˆμν ¼ 0; ð70Þ
both to simplify the second variations and to separate the
gauge part (traceless) from the physical part (trace). For I0½g
we have from (A6)
δ2I0½g ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p ξ
4
h2 þ ξ − 1
2
hˆαβhˆαβ

; ð71Þ
showing in the standard parametrization we have only a
traceless contribution, while in the exponential parametriza-
tion we have only a trace contribution. The second variation
of I1½g (A10) can be written as
δ2I1½g ¼ −
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
hˆμνðΔþ RÞhˆμν þ hˆμν∇ν∇αhˆαμ

;
ð72Þ
showing no dependence on ξ. We also note that this variation
has only a traceless part and will thus vanish when we
employ the strict CG forcing hˆμν ¼ 0, as expected from the
topological nature of the invariant. In a general CG with
α ≠ 0 we will see that the traceless contributions are clearly
pure gauge. In the Appendix we also report the details that
lead to the second variation of the Polyakov action (A30),
δ2SP½g ¼ −
1
96π
1
2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p fh½Δ − ðξ − 1ÞRh
þ 2hAμνhˆμν þ hˆμνBμναβhˆαβg; ð73Þ
where both Aμν and Bμναβ are known tensors of which we do
not need the explicit expression. Since they are part of the
traceless and traceless-trace sectors, in strict CG they vanish,
while, as before, in general CG they will be pure gauge.
Before explicitly computing the Hessian we make an
important point: we recover the Liouville action (61) only if
we use the exponential parametrization ξ ¼ 1. Using the
first (A26) and second (73) variations of the Polyakov
action we find the following relation:
δSP½g þ
1
2
δ2SP½g ¼ −
1
24π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p h
4
Rþ h
4
Δ
h
4

¼ − 1
24π
SL

h
4
; g

; ð74Þ
which we expected to hold given (60). We will argue that
this fact strongly supports the use of the exponential
parametrization.
The gauge-fixing action (51) is purely traceless,
Sgf½h; g ¼
1
2α
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
hˆμνhˆ
μν;
and when added to the other variations (71), (72), and (73)
gives the quadratic part of the action (69),
1
2
Λkδ2I0½g−
1
8πGk
δ2I1½gþ
1
2
δ2SP½gþSgf½h;g
¼ 1
2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
hΓhþ2hΓμνhˆμνþ hˆμν

1
α
δˆμναβþΓμναβ

hˆαβ

;
ð75Þ
where we defined the following tensors:
Γ ¼ Q
2
8

Δþ ðξ − 1ÞRþ 2Λkξ
Q2

;
Γμν ¼ Aμν;
Γμναβ ¼ Λk
ξ − 1
2
δμναβ þ
1
4πGk

1
2
δμναβðΔþ RÞ þ∇ν∇αδμβ

þQ
2
8
Bμναβ; ð76Þ
and δˆμναβ is the identity in the space of symmetric rank two
tensors. We also conventionally define
Q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−cg
24π
r
; ð77Þ
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preparing for discussing the connection with the Liouville theory approach to two dimensional quantum gravity that we will
make in a later section. Using the notation Γ¯ to represent Γμν and Γ to represent Γμναβ, we can write and perform the multiplet
trace implicit in the flow equation (69),
tr
 1
α 1þ ΓþRk Γ¯
Γ¯T Γþ Rk
−1 ∂tRk 0
0 ∂tRk

¼ ∂tRk
Γþ Rk
þ Γ¯T α
1þ αðΓþRk þ Γ¯T 1ΓþRk Γ¯Þ
Γ¯
∂tRk
Γþ Rk
þ α∂tRk
1þ αðΓþRk þ Γ¯T 1ΓþRk Γ¯Þ
: ð78Þ
We see from (78) that after the inversion we can safely go to the strict CG α ¼ 0. Note also that Eq. (78) implicitly defines
the tensor structure of the cutoff kernel. When we insert (78) in the flow equation (65), we obtain the following form:
∂tΓk½g ¼ 1
2
Tr
∂tRkðΔ0Þ
Δ0 þ RkðΔ0Þ þ 2ΛkξQ2
−
1
2
Tr0
∂tRkðΔ1Þ
Δ1 þ RkðΔ1Þ
; ð79Þ
where we defined Δ0 ¼ Δþ ðξ − 1ÞR as the spin zero
operator and rescaled the cutoff Rk→
Q2
8
Rk. This is the flow
equation for two dimensional quantum gravity in CG from
which now we will extract the beta function of Λk and Gk.
The functional traces of functions of Laplacian operators
of the general form Δ ¼ −∇21þ U, like those in (79), can
be computed with the standard local heat kernel expansion,
TrMfðΔÞ¼ 1ð4πÞd=2
X∞
n¼0
Qd
2
−n½f
Z
ddxtr½Mb2nðΔÞ; ð80Þ
where M is a possible matrix insertion. The first two heat
kernel coefficients, the only ones we will use, are
b0ðΔÞ ¼ 1; b2ðΔÞ ¼ 1
R
6
− U: ð81Þ
TheQ functionals appearing in (80) are defined asQn½f ¼
1
ΓðnÞ
R
dzzn−1fðzÞ if n > 0 and asQn½f ¼ ð−1ÞjnjfðjnjÞð0Þ if
n ≤ 0 (see the Appendix in [16] for more details).
We can now prove the nonrenormalization of the
anomaly following [17]: the heat kernel expansion does
not contain the invariant
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R 1ΔR, and thus the beta
function of the anomaly coefficient is zero. As we will see
in Sec. IV. D. 2, only in the k→ 0 limit will this operator be
produced. This justifies the substitution ck → cg we pre-
viously made.
Using (80) we can immediately evaluate the traces in (79),
Tr
∂tRkðΔ0Þ
Δ0 þ RkðΔ0Þ þ 2ΛkξQ2
¼ 1
4π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
Q1

hk

2Λkξ
Q2

b0ðΔ0Þ
þQ0

hk

2Λkξ
Q2

b2ðΔ0Þ þOðR2Þ

; ð82Þ
where the explicit values for the heat kernel coefficients are
the following:
b0ðΔ0Þ ¼ 1; b2ðΔ0Þ ¼
R
6
þ ð1 − ξÞR ¼ 7 − 6ξ
6
R:
ð83Þ
We also introduced the notation hkðωÞ ¼ ∂tRkzþRkþω. The ghost
trace in (79) is
Tr0
∂tRkðΔ1Þ
Δ1 þ RkðΔ1Þ
¼ 1
4π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p fQ1½hkð0Þb00ðΔ1Þμμ
þQ0½hkð0Þb02ðΔ1Þμμ þOðR2Þg; ð84Þ
where the heat kernel coefficients with the zero mode
extracted are6
b00ðΔ1Þμμ ¼ b0ðΔ1Þμμ ¼ δμμ ¼ 2;
b02ðΔ1Þμμ ¼ b2ðΔ1Þμμ þ 3R ¼ 2
R
6
þ Rþ 3R ¼ 13
3
R:
ð85Þ
The flow equation (79) then becomes
∂tΓk½g ¼ 1
8π

−Q1

hk

2Λkξ
Q2

þ2Q1½hkð0Þ
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
þ 1
8π

7−6ξ
6
Q0

hk

2Λkξ
Q2

−
26
3

×
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
RþOðR2Þ;
6The zero modes of Δ1 ≡ L†L are those of L†; one finds
N0ðL†Þ ¼ −3χ for the number of zero modes, and thus the heat
kernel coefficients satisfy b2ðΔ1Þ ¼ b02ðΔ1Þ þ N0ðL†Þ.
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where we used the cutoff independent fact that
Q0½hkð0Þ ¼ 2. A comparison with (69) gives the beta
functions
∂tΛk ¼ 1
8π

−Q1

hk

2Λkξ
Q2

þ 2Q1½hkð0Þ

;
∂t

−
1
Gk

¼ 1
2

7 − 6ξ
6
Q0

hk

2Λkξ
Q2

−
26
3

: ð86Þ
In the case Λk ¼ 0 this last relation becomes
∂t

−
1
Gk

¼ 7 − 6ξ
6|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
spin 0
−
26
6|ﬄ{zﬄ}
ghost
¼ − 19þ 6ξ
6
; ð87Þ
or more explicitly
∂tGk ¼
(
− 1
6
19G2k ξ ¼ 0
− 1
6
25G2k ξ ¼ 1
; ð88Þ
which shows that the gravitational contribution to the beta
function of Newton’s constant is −19 in the standard
parametrization, while it is −25 in the exponential para-
metrization. This result is new and shows that there is a
dependence on the field parametrization, at least in the
computation we have done, also in strictly two dimensional
quantum gravity. Later we will compare this with the relative
computation in d ¼ 2þ ϵ. Using now the relation (20)
between cg and the beta function of Newton’s constant leads
to the following value for the total gravitational anomaly
coefficient:
cg ¼ cΦ|{z}
matter
þ7 − 6ξ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
spin 0
−26|{z}
ghost
¼

cΦ − 19 ξ ¼ 0
cΦ − 25 ξ ¼ 1
; ð89Þ
where we made the breakdown of the various contributions
and added the matter contribution. This is, in the ξ ¼ 1 case,
the result that we preannounced in Sec. III. As we see, the
ghost contributes the well-known −26, while the trace spin
zero part of the metric contributes like a standard scalar in the
exponential parametrization and like seven scalars in the
standard parametrization. From many other computations
and constructions (see [4] for a comprehensive discussion of
the literature) we know that the correct value is the one found
in the exponential parametrization. Why the standard para-
metrization fails is to be understood. We note finally that
these values are scheme independent since their derivation
relied on only the fact that Q0½hkð0Þ ¼ 2, which is true for
any admissible cutoff shape.
In the general case Λk ≠ 0 we find, employing Litim’s
cutoff, i.e. RkðzÞ ¼ ðk2 − zÞθðk2 − zÞ, the following beta
functions:
∂t ~Λk ¼ −2 ~Λk þ 1
4π
8<
: 11þ 2 ~ΛkξQ2 − 2
9=
;;
∂tGk ¼
8<
:7 − 6ξ6 11þ 2 ~ΛkξQ2 −
26
6
9=
;G2k: ð90Þ
These beta functions show that two dimensional quantum
gravity is asymptotically free. We refer to the literature for
more on this point [16].
2. Scaling exponents
Having computed cg we now turn to the computation of
the scaling exponents α; β;…, in this way completing the
determination of the scaling laws of Sec. III.
The area operator scales classically as I0½λg ¼R ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
det ½λgp ¼ λI0½g. Fluctuations will generically change
this by adding a nontrivial anomalous dimension
I0½λg ¼ λαI0½g. To account for this we will consider the
generalized composite operator
I0½g ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p α; ð91Þ
where α is the scaling exponent we want to determine. One
can attribute a dimensionality either to the coordinates or to
the metric. Let us assume the last case, so ½gμν ¼ k−2. The
exponent α is determined self-consistently by requiring that
the operator dimension of the area operator I0½g is two. In
this section wewill work strictly in CG, and wewill employ
the exponential parametrization ξ ¼ 1 only, since this is the
one that leads to the correct scaling exponents.
To determine the anomalous scaling dimension of I0½g
we add to the effective action (69) the term7 −Zk
R ﬃﬃ
g
p α,
where Zk is the wave-function renormalization constant of
I0½g. The Hessian to insert in the flow equation (62) (note
that we are considering the full bimetric action Γk½h; g) is
of the general form (76). Since we work in CG, we need
only the trace part of the Hessian, which now reads
Γ ¼ Q
2
8
Δ −
α2
4
Zke
α
2
h; ð92Þ
where we remember Q ¼ −cg
24π ¼ 25−cΦ24π . Using (92) in the
flow equation (62) after performing a rescaling of the cutoff
Rk →
Q2
8
Rk as before, we find the following expression:
7Remember that composite operators are introduced asR
Dϕe−S½ϕþ
R
JOðϕÞ. In any case the sign in front of Zk drops
out from the final formula for the scaling dimension.
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∂tΓk½h; g ¼ 1
2
Tr
Q2
8
∂tRkðΔÞ
Q2
8
Δ − α2
4
Zke
α
2
h þ Q2
8
RkðΔÞ
¼ 1
2
Tr
∂tRkðΔÞ
Δþ RkðΔÞ
þ α
2
Q2
ZkTr
 ∂tRkðΔÞ
½Δþ RkðΔÞ2
e
α
2
h

þ    : ð93Þ
Without loss of generality we can set the background metric
to be the flat metric in order to simplify the computations.
The left-hand side (lhs) of (93) is then ∂tΓk½h; δ ¼
−ðRd2xÞ∂tZkeα2h. Using the heat kernel expansion (80) to
its lowest order to evaluate the functional trace and
comparing both sides leads to the following equation for
the wave-function renormalization:
∂tZk ¼ − α
2
Q2
Zk
1
4π
Q1½gk; ð94Þ
where gkðzÞ ¼ ∂tRkðzÞ½zþRkðzÞ2. TheQ functional in (94) is scheme
independent Q1½gk ¼ 2, and thus we find
∂tZk ¼ − α
2
2πQ2
Zk: ð95Þ
In terms of dimensionless variables, ½ ﬃﬃgp α ¼ k−2α and
½Zk ¼ k2α−η, where
η ¼ −∂t logZk ¼ α
2
2πQ2
ð96Þ
is the anomalous dimension of the operator I0½g. The
request that this operator scales like an area leads to
2α − η ¼ 2, or more explicitly using (96)
2α −
α2
2πQ2
¼ 2; ð97Þ
which, knowing that Q ¼ 25−cΦ
24π , is equivalent to
2 − 2αþ 2 6
25 − cΦ
α2 ¼ 0: ð98Þ
The solution to (98) is
α ¼ 25 − cΦ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 − cΦÞð25 − cΦÞp
12
; ð99Þ
where we picked the branch that leads to α → 1 in the
classical limit cΦ → −∞.
This can now be applied to a general composite operator
IO½Φ; g ¼
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
O½Φ; g; the only difference will be the
classical scaling dimension, which we generally call Δ0
(we had Δ0 ¼ 0 in the case of I0½g), and Eq. (98)
generalizes to
1 − Δ0 − β þ
6
25 − cΦ
β2 ¼ 0: ð100Þ
This immediately gives the scaling exponent β as
β ¼ 25 − cΦ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1þ 24Δ0 − cΦÞð25 − cΦÞp
12
: ð101Þ
This is the scaling that enters in the KPZ relation. To find the
alternative form of this scaling, simply use β ¼ αð1 − ΔÞ in
the equation that defines β, to find
Δ − Δ0 ¼ 1 − Δ0 − ð1 − ΔÞ
¼ ð1 − ΔÞ

−1þ α − 6α
2
25 − cΦ
ð1 − ΔÞ

¼ 6α
2
25 − cΦ
Δð1 − ΔÞ: ð102Þ
Likewise, theexponent ~αneededinthescalingof thegeodesic
distanceisdeterminedasthescalingof theLaplacian.Sincein
d ¼ 2 the operator ﬃﬃgp Δ is scale invariant, the classical
scaling of the Laplacian is fixed to be that of an inverse area
and is thus found by solving
−1 − ~αþ 6
25 − cΦ
~α2 ¼ 0; ð103Þ
which gives
~α ¼ 25 − cΦ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð49 − cΦÞð25 − cΦÞp
12
; ð104Þ
another relation that we used before.
3. Connection with Liouville theory
In this section we want to make contact with the standard
way to determine cg which is via Liouville theory [6,7,18].
In CG the partition function, in terms of the standard non-
Weyl invariant measure, takes the form
Z ¼
Z
DghˆμνDghδ½hˆμνZΦ½gZgh½g; ð105Þ
where gμν ¼ g¯μλehλν . The integral over traceless metric
fluctuations hˆμν ¼ hμν − 12 gμνh can be performed directly,
imposing in this way the CG gauge-fixing condition
strictly. The partition function then becomes Gaussian,
Z ¼
Z
Dg¯eh=2hZΦ½g¯eh=2Zgh½g¯eh=2; ð106Þ
where we already know the matter and ghost partition
functions ZΦ and Zgh as a function of g. Under a Weyl
rescaling they transform as follows:
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ZΦ½g¯eh=2 ¼ ZΦ½g¯e
cΦ
24πSL½h=4;g¯;
Zgh½g¯eh=2 ¼ Zgh½g¯e− 2624πSL½h=4;g¯: ð107Þ
Assuming also that h behaves as a standard scalar of weight zero, so that its measure is subject to (9), and leads to the
following form for the partition function:
Z ¼ ZΦ½g¯Zgh½g¯
Z
Dg¯he
cΦþch−26
24π SL½h=4;g¯; ð108Þ
where ch is in principle unknown and will be fixed in a moment (even if we expect it to be one). We can now work with the
more standard Liouville variable σ ¼ h
4
. Since Z is not affected by a Weyl rescaling, we must check that the same is true for
the rhs of (108); thus it must be independent of the shift g¯ → g¯e2 χ and σ → σ − χ if the conformal factor measure is
translation invariant Dg¯ðσ − χÞ ¼ Dg¯σ. We have
SL½σ − χ; g¯e2 χ  ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ¯
g
p
e2 χ ½2ðσ − χÞe−2 χΔ¯ðσ − χÞ þ 2ðσ − χÞe−2 χðR¯þ 2Δ¯ χÞ
¼ SL½σ; g¯ − SL½ χ; g¯; ð109Þ
so we find that indeed
Dg¯e2 χ σZΦ½g¯e2 χ Zgh½g¯e2 χ e
cΦþch−26
24π SL½σ− χ;g¯e2 χ  ¼ Dg¯σZΦ½g¯Zgh½g¯e
cΦþch−26
24π SL½σ;g¯:
Thus (108) is well defined. We define conventionally
Q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
26−cΦ−ch
24π
q
, implicitly assuming that cΦ þ ch < 26
in order to have a positive definite action. We need to
evaluate the following Gaussian integral:
I ¼
Z
Dgσe
−Q2
R ﬃﬃ
g
p ðσΔσþσRÞ: ð110Þ
This is easily performed by just completing the square
1
2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
σ þ 1
Δ
R

Δ

σ þ 1
Δ
R

¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
σΔσ þ σRþ 1
2
R
1
Δ
R

; ð111Þ
where we integrated by parts. Inserting (111) into (110) and
shifting the integration variable as σ → Qðσ þ 1ΔRÞ gives
I ¼ eQ
2
2
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R1ΔR
Z
Dgσe
−1
2
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
σΔσ
¼ eQ
2
2
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R1ΔRe−
1
2
Tr logΔ
¼ e1þ48πQ
2
96π
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R1ΔR; ð112Þ
where we evaluated the Gaussian integral and we collected
all terms. Incidentally this shows the Liouville action has
central charge cL ¼ 1þ 48πQ2.
Using (112) in (108) and remembering the form of Zm½g¯
and of Zgh½g¯ gives
Z ¼ e
cΦ−26
96π
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R1ΔRe
1þ26−cΦ−ch
96π
R
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
R1ΔR ¼ e
1−ch
96π
R
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
R1ΔR:
ð113Þ
Demanding that Z is Weyl invariant leads to ch ¼ 1
since the only (on-shell) effective action which is Weyl
invariant in d ¼ 2 is Γ½g ¼ 0, which in turn implies Z ¼ 1.
Said in an equivalent way, to ask for ch ¼ 1 is equivalent to
ask that conformal invariance is restored. This was basically
the original argument of [6,7]; see also [12]. We then have
Q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
25 − cΦ
24π
r
; ð114Þ
which establishes again the fundamental result cg ¼ cΦ − 25
and agrees with our previous definitions. In the context of
Liouville theory the exponents α; β;…, are now related to
the scaling dimensions of the so-called vertex operators,
Vα ¼ eασ , and can be computed by standard CFT methods
(we refer to [12] for more details). Needless to say, the results
are the same as those we gave in the previous sections. With
the knowledge of cg and the scaling exponents one then
derives the scaling relations for various observables within
Liouville theory and recovers the results we presented in
Sec. III. We want to remark that our derivation shows that it
is possible to respect covariance and that Liouville theory is
not the only way, or the fundamental way, to establish
scaling relations in the continuum. It is just one way to
perform the analysis; more precisely, it is the way to exploit
the fact that in CG quantum gravity in d ¼ 2 is a Gaussian
theory. In fact, all results of Liouville theory derive from the
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use of the Gaussian integral (112) or generalizations to
include vertex operators, i.e. the integral (112) in the
presence of external currents.
D. Quantum gravity in d ¼ 2þ ϵ
In this section we consider quantum gravity in dimen-
sions greater than two. This is the case considered in almost
all studies of renormalization in the context of quantum
gravity, starting from [19] to the works of [13,18] and later
to the studies of gravity in the context of asymptotic safety
[11,16]. A recent study of the dependence of the beta
functions on field parametrizations in this last context has
been presented recently [15]; for an application in the
context of unimodular quantum gravity see [14].
Two things happen in d > 2: the Polyakov action is no
longer induced by matter and ghost fluctuations, and the
operator
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R ceases to be topological. Somehow the
latter start playing the role of the former, but we cannot in
general expect the arguments and scaling relations of
Secs. II and III to still be valid, since they were genuine
to d ¼ 2. In any case, we may hope to obtain a continuous
ϵ → 0 limit by employing
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R in place of SP½g. As we
will explain more precisely later in this section, this
requires a careful choice of the regulator in order to
suppress the pathological limit the Hessan of
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R has
when d → 2. We will also see that, when we consider the
finite part of the effective action, only within the expo-
nential parametrization will we be able to take the limit
ϵ → 0. We thus consider the following ansatz for the gauge
invariant part of the effective action:
Γk½g ¼ Λk
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p
−
1
4πGk
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
¼ ΛkI0½g −
1
4πGk
I1½g; ð115Þ
and we compute the beta functions of the cosmological
constant and of Newton’s constant from those terms
proportional to the invariants I0½g and I1½g stemming
from the expansion of functional traces on the rhs of the
flow equation (62).
1. Beta functions
As in Sec. IV. C. 1, to compute the Hessian needed in the
RG flow equation (65) we first derive the quadratic action.
We will consider only the gauge α ¼ 1 since this allows us
to employ heat kernel methods to compute the functional
traces. We also employ the traceless-trace decomposition
(70). The second variation of I0½g in an arbitrary dimension
is given in Eq. (A6) of the Appendix and reads
1
2
Λkδ2I0½g ¼
1
2
Λk
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p d − 2þ 2ξ
4d
h2 þ ξ − 1
2
hˆαβhˆαβ

; ð116Þ
while the second variation of I1½g, when summed to the FG gauge-fixing action (52) and evaluated on a spherical
background, is given in Eq. (A13) of the Appendix, or
−
1
2
1
4πGk
δ2I1½g þ Sgf½h; g ¼
1
2
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
hˆμν

Δþ d
2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ R −
d − 2
d
ξR

hˆμν−
d − 2
4d
h

Δþ d − 4þ 2ξ
d
R

h

:
ð117Þ
We will perform the replacement [20]
hμν →
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8πGk
p
hμν; ð118Þ
in the expansions (116) and (117) and rescale Λk appro-
priately. We can define the symmetric spin two tensor
identity δμνρσ ¼ 12 ðδμρδνσ þ δμσδνρÞ and the trace projector
Pμνρσ ¼ 1d gμνgρσ; then we have
hˆαβ ¼ hαβ−
1
2
gαβh¼

δμναβ−
1
2
gαβgμν

hμν≡ ð1−PÞμναβhμν;
1
2
gαβh¼
1
2
gαβgμνhμν≡Pμναβhμν: ð119Þ
Note that 1 − P and P are orthogonal projectors into the
trace and traceless subspaces in the space of symmetric
tensors. In terms of these projectors we can now write the
gravitational Hessian in the following way:
Γð2;0Þk ½0; g ¼
1
2
ð1 − PÞ½Δ2 þ ðξ − 1ÞΛk
−
d − 2
4
P

Δ0 −
d − 2þ 2ξ
dðd − 2Þ Λk

; ð120Þ
where we defined the spin two and spin zero differential
operators,
Δ2 ¼ Δþ

d2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ −
d − 2
d
ξ

R;
Δ0 ¼ Δþ
d − 4þ 2ξ
d
R; ð121Þ
while the ghost Hessian is the spin one differential operator
Δ1 given in (58). We need now to choose the cutoff kernel,
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and the structure of the inverse propagator (120) suggests
the following:
Rk ¼ ð1 − PÞRkðΔ2Þ −
d − 2
2
PRkðΔ0Þ: ð122Þ
This natural choice is actually nontrivial and is ultimately
responsible for the continuity, which we will discuss
in a moment, of the ϵ → 0 limit and for the taming of the
“wrong” sign of the spin zero inverse propagator.
It was first introduced by [13,18] and later proposed
in the context we are considering by [2]. It is easy now to
write down explicitly the full regularized graviton
propagator,

ð1 − PÞðΔ2 þ RkðΔ2Þ þ ðξ − 1ÞΛkÞ −
d − 2
2
P

Δ0 þ RkðΔ0Þ −
d − 2þ 2ξ
dðd − 2Þ Λk

−1
¼ ð1 − PÞ 1
Δ2 þ RkðΔ2Þ þ ðξ − 1ÞΛk
−
2
d − 2
P
1
Δ0 þ RkðΔ0Þ − d−2þ2ξdðd−2Þ Λk
: ð123Þ
Now when we multiply (123) with ∂tRk, both the d ¼ 2
pole and the minus sign disappear, and the flow equation,
and lately the beta functions, will not suffer from these
problems in the ϵ → 0 limit, problems that are related to the
topological nature of the invariant
R ﬃﬃ
g
p
R when d ¼ 2. As
said, this choice of regulator is the one responsible for the
good behavior of the ϵ → 0 limit.
To proceed, we insert in the graviton part of the flow
equation the identity in the space of symmetric rank two
tensor in the form 1 ¼ ð1 − PÞ þ P. After adding the ghost
contribution (68) this gives the following flow equation:
∂tΓk½g ¼ 1
2
Trð1 − PÞ ∂tRkðΔ2Þ
Δ2 þ RkðΔ2Þ þ ðξ − 1ÞΛk
þ 1
2
TrP
∂tRkðΔ0Þ
Δ0 þ RkðΔ0Þ − d−2þ2ξdðd−2Þ
− Trδμν
∂tRkðΔ1Þ
Δ1 þ RkðΔ1Þ
: ð124Þ
It is now easy to evaluate the traces using the local heat kernel expansion (80). We find the following heat kernel
coefficients:
tr½ð1 − PÞb2ðΔ2Þ ¼
d2 þ d − 2
2

R
6
−

d2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ −
d − 2
2d
ξ

R

¼
d¼2
−
5
3
R;
where we used trð1 − PÞ ¼ d2þd−2
2
;
tr½Pb2ðΔ0Þ ¼
R
6
−
d − 4þ 2ξ
d
R ¼
d¼2
7 − 6ξ
6
R;
showing that only the conformal mode is ξ dependent; and
trb2ðΔ1Þ ¼ δμμ
R
6
þ Rμμ ¼ dþ 6
6
R ¼
d¼2
4
3
R;
showing that there is nothing universal in the ghost trace. Then, to linear order in the curvature and for d ¼ 2, the flow
equation (124) is
∂tΓk½g ¼ 1
8π

2Q1½hkððξ − 1ÞΛkÞ þQ1

hk

−
ξ
ϵ
Λk

− 2Q1½hkð0Þ
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
þ 1
8π

−
5
3
Q0½hkððξ − 1ÞΛkÞ þ
7 − 6ξ
6
Q0

hk

−
ξ
ϵ
Λk

−
8
3
Q0½hkð0Þ
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
RþOðR2Þ: ð125Þ
This leads to the following beta functions:
∂tΛk ¼ 1
8π

2Q1½hkððξ − 1ÞΛkÞ þQ1

hk

−
ξ
ϵ
Λk

− 2Q1½hkð0Þ

;
∂t

−
1
Gk

¼ 1
2

−
5
3
Q0½hkððξ − 1ÞΛkÞ þ
7 − 6ξ
6
Q0

hk

−
ξ
ϵ
Λk

−
8
3
Q0½hkð0Þ

: ð126Þ
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In the case Λk ¼ 0 we find, as in the previous section, the
universal beta function for Newton’s constant (using the
scheme independent value Q0½hkð0Þ ¼ 2),
∂t

−
1
Gk

¼ − 5
3|{z}
spin 2
þ 7 − 6ξ
6|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
spin 0
−
8
3|{z}
ghost
¼ − 19þ 6ξ
6
; ð127Þ
where we tagged the various contributions explicitly. The
amazing fact is that the total universal beta function ofGk is
the same as in the strictly two dimensional case (87), but
now the contributions are the following:
cg¼ cΦ|{z}
matter
−10|{z}
spin2
þ7−6ξ|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
spin0
−16|{z}
ghost
¼

cΦ−19 ξ¼0
cΦ−25 ξ¼1
: ð128Þ
Thus again cg ¼ cΦ − 25 if ξ ¼ 1. Note that now the − 133
contribution of the CG ghost is split up in a − 5
3
from
“gravitons” and a − 8
3
from the FG ghost, and this clearly
shows that the ghost contribution to cg alone has no
universal meaning. In both gauges, the trace behaves as
a standard scalar only in the exponential parametrization.
The same ghost contribution was found in the extrinsic
approach, where one computes the RG flow in the theory of
two dimensional surfaces embedded in D-dimensional
Euclidean space and then takes the limit D → 0 in the
equivalent of Newton’s constant beta function [21].
In terms of dimensionless variables, Λ k ¼ k2 ~Λk, and
employing Litim’s cutoff, the beta functions (126) become
∂t ~Λk¼−2 ~Λkþ 1
4π

2
1−ðξ−1Þ ~Λk
þ 1
1− ξϵ ~Λk
−2

;
∂t

−
1
Gk

¼−5
3
1
1−ðξ−1Þ ~Λk
þ7−6ξ
2
1
1− ξϵ ~Λk
−
8
3
:
ð129Þ
Note that only if the cosmological constant is zero can we
take the limit d → 2 when ξ ¼ 1. A more detailed dis-
cussion of these beta functions can be found in the
literature [15,16].
2. Finite part of the effective action
In this section we compute the finite parts of the effective
action. We will follow the methods of [17] which employ
the nonlocal heat kernel expansion; in particular we
compute the R2 terms. As we have seen in the previous
section, the Polyakov coupling does not run; i.e. ∂tck ¼ 0
(we need terms proportional to beta functions to have a
nonzero running). In this section we will show that it is
generated in the k → 0 limit (as explained in [17]).
The nonlocal ansatz for the gauge invariant part of the
effective action to use on the lhs of the flow equation is
Γk½g ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p ½ak þ bkRþ RckðΔÞR þOðR3Þ: ð130Þ
In two dimensions the Ricci tensor is proportional to the Ricci scalar Rμν ¼ 12 gμνR so there is only one nonlocal heat kernel
structure function at the order curvature square [10], and this is given by the following linear combination:
fR2ðxÞ ¼ tr1fR2dðxÞ þ tr1fURðxÞ

d2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ −
d − 2
4d
ξ

þ tr1fUðxÞ

d2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ −
d − 2
4d
ξ

2
þ

1 −
4
d

ðdþ 2ÞfΩðxÞ
þ fR2dðxÞ þ fURðxÞ
d − 4þ 2ξ
d
þ fUðxÞ

d − 4þ 2ξ
d

2
þ δμμfR2dðxÞ − fURðxÞU þ
1
d
fUðxÞ þ

1 −
4
d

fΩðxÞ: ð131Þ
The first two lines are the spin two contribution, the third line is the spin zero contribution, while the last line is the spin one
contribution. When we write (131) in terms of the basic nonlocal structure function and set d ¼ 2, we find
fR2 ¼
9f
8x2
þ 15f
8x
þ 43f
32
−
9
8x2
−
27
16x
−
5f
4
ξþ 1
2x
ξ −
f
2x
ξþ f
2
ξ2
þ 3f
4x2
þ 5f
4x
þ 9f
16
−
3
4x2
−
9
8x
; ð132Þ
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where the first line is the gravitational contribution and the second line is the ghost contribution. The flow equation for ckðxÞ
can be written as
∂tckðxÞ ¼ 1
8πk2
g

x
k2

: ð133Þ
Note the overall power of k−2 in (133). If we employ Litim’s cutoff shape function, then we find (u ¼ x=k2)
gðuÞ ¼ − 1
8u2

½12þ ð27 − 8ξÞu
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 −
4
u
r
− ð43 − 40ξþ 16ξ2Þu
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u − 4
r 
θðu − 4Þ
þ 1
2u2

ð4þ 9uÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 −
4
u
r
− 9u
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u − 4
r 
θðu − 4Þ; ð134Þ
where the first line is the graviton contribution and the
second line is the ghost contribution. An expansion around
u ¼ ∞,
gðuÞ ¼ 2ξ
2 − 4ξþ 2
u
þ 4ξ
2 − 12ξþ 16
u2
þO

1
u3

; ð135Þ
shows the important point that in the exponential para-
metrization the coefficient of the leading term is zero, i.e.
2ξ2 − 4ξþ 2 ¼ 0 if ξ ¼ 1. This fact was also noticed in the
original covariant perturbation theory literature in the case of
a scalar field [22].Wewill see in amoment that this behavior
makes the integral of gðuÞ finite in the k → 0 limit. This
cancellation can be seen directly in (134) since the coeffi-
cients of the u times square roots terms agree when ξ ¼ 1.
Integrating the flow from the UV scale Λ to the IR scale k
and shifting to the variable u ¼ x=k2 gives
ckðxÞ ¼ cΛðxÞ −
1
16πx
Z
x=k2
x=Λ2
dugðuÞ: ð136Þ
Theintegral in(136) is finite forΛ → ∞—i.e. therearenoUV
divergences—sowecan take theUVcutoff to infinity.This is
related to the theta functions in (134) which imply that we
have to compute the integral between 4 and x=k2, explicitly
showing that the high energy part does not contribute. The
integral in (136) can be performed analytically, but the result
is not very revealing and in any case is scheme dependent.
Instead we report the small k expansion,
ckðxÞ − c∞ðxÞ ¼ −
1
16πx

13
2
− 2ξþ 2ð1 − ξÞ2 log x
k2
− 4ðξ2 − 3ξþ 4Þ k
2
x
−
26
3
þ 16 k
2
x
þO

k4
x2

; ð137Þ
where again we separated the gravitational from the ghost
contributions. This expression shows clearly that the limit
k → 0 is obstructed by the diverging logarithm term if
ξ ≠ 1; i.e. there is an IR divergence if we use the standard
parametrization. In the exponential parametrization, in-
stead, we can safely take the IR limit to find
c0ðxÞ ¼ c∞ðxÞ þ
25
96πx
≡ − c∞ − 25
96πx
; ð138Þ
and thus c0 ¼ c∞ − 25. This checks explicitly our assump-
tions that the gravitational effective action has the same
form as the Polyakov effective action for matter fields, but
with the proper coefficient cg ¼ cΦ − 25 (with matter
included as in [17]).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Inthispaperwehaveexploredthequantumpropertiesoftwo
dimensional quantum gravity by putting together two com-
plementary approaches: scaling arguments and the renormal-
ization group analysis. In both cases we pursued a fully
covariant formulation to prepare the ground for a future study
of four dimensional quantum gravity along the same lines.
The full quantum properties of a theory are accessible
only when we have a well-defined quantization procedure.
In the path integral approach, which is the most useful one
to set up the RG analysis, this translates into correctly
identifying the measure of integration. We found that by
using the prescription given in [5], standard results in two
dimensional quantum gravity can be reproduced in a simple
and clear way. Once the quantization is understood, a
shortcut to study the UV properties of gravity is to consider
the partition function at a fixed volume, which is an area in
d ¼ 2, and study how this scales when we rescale the area.
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The path integral will generate a nontrivial quantum scaling
on top of the classical one, which determines the quantum
properties of the theory. The standard partition function
then can be recovered from this by a Laplace transform, and
it will pick up these contributions. The advantage of this
construction is that once this “reduced” partition function is
well defined, exact scaling relations can be derived from it
which translate into exact properties of the full partition
function. In this way one is able to find out how gravity
modifies the spectrum of scaling dimensions of matter and
essentially solve quantum gravity in two dimensions.
Scaling relations are a natural hint for RG arguments.
Paradigmatic examples are those one finds in a statistical
physics context. First observed in purely phenomenological
terms, they relate thevarious critical exponents of a statistical
system by assuming that the free energy (read partition
function) has some definite scaling form, in terms of one
dimensionful quantity, say the temperature, and a function of
dimensionless ratios. The exponent of the temperature is one
of the critical exponents. Other quantities derived from the
free energy can be put in similar scaling form, and by
comparing these different quantities scaling relations
between different exponents are found. The RG gives an
intuitive reason for this. Since at the critical point correlation
lengths diverge, the system reaches a scale invariant phase,
which is associated with a fixed point of the RG flow. At the
fixed point all dimensionless quantities approach a finite
value (including zero), so physical observables acquire a
definite scaling with respect to a dimensionful scale.
Moreover, by considering the linearized RG flow in the
neighborhood of the fixed point, it is actually possible to
calculate the value of the critical exponents, whereas scaling
arguments alone are not sufficient to determine them.
This is conceptually the same approach that was fol-
lowed here. To calculate the gravitational scaling expo-
nents, we used the functional RG. The scaling exponents
can then be easily found as the wave function renormal-
ization of composite operators. Still, up to this point there is
one piece of information missing, which is the value of the
gravitational central charge. Here we found that to repro-
duce the correct value, consistent with what one finds
from Liouville theory, one needs to use the exponential
parametrization for the metric fluctuations. We performed
the calculation in d ¼ 2 and d ¼ 2þ ϵ. In the last case one
also looks at the finite part of the effective action and
recovers the same result. It is crucial there to use the
exponential parametrization in order to be able to recover
the k → 0 limit. The result also agrees with the relation
found in [5] between the central charge and the beta
function of Newton’s constant, which was briefly reder-
ived, in a slightly different way, in the first part of the paper.
This relation allows us to use the known form of the beta
function to compute a universal quantity like the c function.
Probably the most interesting aspect of this work was
that Liouville theory, which is peculiar to two dimensions,
was never really needed. All we needed were scaling
arguments and RG calculations. As we said, the whole
approach seems to work in covariant form. Thus there is the
hope that the same analysis can be carried through in d ¼ 4.
We will investigate this in a future paper.
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APPENDIX: VARIATIONS
In this appendix we collect the basic variations, and their
derivations, which are needed in the main text.
1. Variations of
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
and
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
R
We start considering the variations of the two invariants
I0½g ¼
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
; I1½g ¼
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
R: ðA1Þ
To compute theHessians entering the flow equationwe need
thesecondvariationsof the invariants (A1).These read, taken
for example from [16] or computed using XTENSOR,
δ2I0½g ¼
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
4
h2 −
1
2
hαβhαβ þ
1
2
H

; ðA2Þ
where we remember that Hμν ¼ δ2gμν ¼ ξhμλhλμ, and
δ2I1½g ¼
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
−
1
2
hμνΔhμν þ
1
2
hΔh − hμν∇ν∇αhαμ þ h∇μ∇νhμν þ hμνhαμRνα
þ hμνhαβRαμβν − hRμνhμν þ

1
4
h2 −
1
2
hαβhαβ

R
−HμνRμν þ
1
2
HRþ∇μ∇νHμν þ ΔH

: ðA3Þ
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We note that the last two terms are total derivatives; thus the
use of the exponential parametrization will not change
the kinetic terms of the standard parametrization, and so the
difference will be in the curvature terms.
It is useful now to perform the trace-traceless decom-
position,
hμν ¼ hˆμν þ
1
d
hg¯μν; g¯μνhˆμν ¼ 0; ðA4Þ
so that
hμνhμν ¼ hˆμνhˆμν þ
1
d
h2;
hμνΔhμν ¼ hˆμνΔhˆμν þ
1
d
hΔh;
h∇μ∇νhμν ¼ h∇μ∇νhˆμν − 1d hΔh;
hμν∇ν∇αhαμ ¼ hˆμν∇ν∇αhˆαμ þ 2d h∇
μ∇νhˆμν − 1d2 hΔh; ðA5Þ
where an integration by parts is implicit in the last relation.
Using these relations in (A2) gives
δ2I0½g ¼
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
4
h2 þ ξ − 1
2
hαβhαβ

¼
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p d − 2þ 2ξ
4d
h2 þ ξ − 1
2
hˆαβhˆαβ

:
ðA6Þ
Thus in two dimensions the second variation of I0½g is
purely traceless in the standard parametrization ξ ¼ 0,
while it is purely trace in the exponential parametrization
ξ ¼ 1. Note that in the standard parametrization there is a
dangerous d − 2 pole term that must be properly treated in
the d→ 2 limit.
Using (A5) in (minus) the derivative terms of (A3) gives
1
2
hμνΔhμν −
1
2
hΔhþ hμν∇ν∇αhαμ − h∇μ∇νhμν ¼ 1
2
hˆμνΔhˆμν −
ðd − 2Þðd − 1Þ
2d2
hΔhþ hˆμν∇ν∇αhˆαμ − d − 2d h∇
μ∇νhˆμν:
ðA7Þ
We will now choose the background metric to be maximally symmetric in order to simplify the curvature terms of (A3); in
two dimensions this is no restriction at all, while in d ≥ 2 we lose no generality since we are interested in expansions of the
effective action up to linear order in the curvature. The Riemann and Ricci tensors are then proportional to the Ricci scalar,
Rμν ¼
R
d
gμν; Rμνρσ ¼
R
dðd − 1Þ ðgμρgνσ − gμσgνρÞ: ðA8Þ
Inserting these relations and performing the trace-traceless decomposition of (minus) the curvature terms of (A3) gives
− hμνhαμRνα − hμνhραRρναμ þ hhμνRμν −

1
4
h2 −
1
2
hαβhαβ

RþHμνRμν −
1
2
HR
¼ 1
2
hˆμνhˆμν

d2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ −
d − 2
d
ξ

Rþ h2

d2 − 3dþ 4
2d2ðd − 1Þ −
d − 2
4d2
ξ −
d2 − 5dþ 8
4dðd − 1Þ

R: ðA9Þ
Finally we are led to
δ2I1½g ¼ −
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
hˆμν

Δþ d
2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ R −
d − 2
d
ξR

hˆμν þ hˆμν∇ν∇αhˆαμ − d − 2d h∇
μ∇νhˆμν
−
d − 2
2d2
h

ðd − 1ÞΔþ d − 4þ 2ξ
2
R

h

: ðA10Þ
This relation is interesting for several reasons: first, it shows that the trace part vanishes in two dimensions making the
Hessian noninvertible; second, it shows that ξ terms make no difference when again d ¼ 2. These are both signs of the
topological nature of the operator in this dimension and imply that in CG the contribution of the invariant I1½g is purely
gauge and will not contribute when we enforce the gauge strictly (as expected). In FG, as for the other invariant, the fact that
the inverse of the trace part is singular when d→ 2 calls for a careful definition of the regulator.
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The background FG gauge fixing action (52) is already quadratic in hμν; when expanded it reads
Sgf½h; g ¼
1
2α
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
−hμν∇ν∇αhαμ þ h∇μ∇νhμν þ 1
4
hΔh

¼ 1
2α
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
−hˆμν∇ν∇αhˆαμ þ d − 2d h∇
μ∇νhˆμν þ ðd − 2Þ
2
4d2
hΔh

: ðA11Þ
Combining now (A13) with (A11) gives
−
1
2
δ2I1½g þ Sgf½h; g ¼
1
2
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
hˆμνΔhˆμν −
d − 2
2d2

d − 1 −
d − 2
2α

hΔhþ

1 −
1
α

hˆμν∇ν∇αhˆαμ
−
d − 2
d

1 −
1
α

h∇μ∇νhˆμν þ hˆμνhˆμν

d2 − 3dþ 4
2dðd − 1Þ −
d − 2
2d
ξ

R − h2
ðd − 2Þðd − 4þ 2ξÞ
4d2
R

;
ðA12Þ
which shows that the choice α ¼ 1 leads to the diagonalization of the quadratic action
−
1
2
δ2I1½g þ Sgf½h; g ¼
1
2
Z
ddx
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
hˆμν

Δþ

d2 − 3dþ 4
dðd − 1Þ R −
d − 2
d
ξ

R

hˆμν−
d − 2
4d
h

Δþ d − 4þ 2ξ
d
R

h

:
ðA13Þ
We stress again that the Hessian of this quadratic action will
not be invertible in two dimensions since the trace part
vanishes.
2. Variations of the Polyakov action
We will now determine the Hessian of the Polyakov
action (10),
SP½g ¼ −
1
96π
Z ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ
R: ðA14Þ
First we will need some basic variations,
δgμν ¼ −hμν;
δ
ﬃﬃ
g
p ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃ
g
p
h;
δΓαμν ¼
1
2
ð∇μhαν þ∇νhαμ −∇αhμνÞ;
gμνδΓαμν ¼ ∇μhαμ − 1
2
∇αh;
δR ¼ Δhþ∇μ∇νhμν − 1
2
hR; ðA15Þ
where we used Rμν ¼ 12 gμνR in the last line, the relation
valid only in two dimensions. We start with
δ
 ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ
R

¼ 1
2
hR
1
Δ
Rþ 2δR 1
Δ
Rþ Rδ 1
Δ
R; ðA16Þ
where we integrated by parts one of the terms with the
variation of the Ricci scalar. From 1ΔΔ ¼ 1 we find
δ
1
Δ
¼ − 1
Δ
δΔ
1
Δ
; ðA17Þ
where the variation of the Laplacian acting on a scalar,
using variations from (A15), is
δΔϕ ¼ −δðgμν∇ν∇μϕÞ
¼ −δgμν∇ν∇μϕ − gμνδ∇μ∂νϕ
¼ hμν∇ν∇μϕþ gμνδΓαμν∇αϕ
¼ hμν∇μ∇νϕþ∇μhνμ∇νϕ − 1
2
∇αh∇αϕ: ðA18Þ
Inserting (A18) in (A17) and then (A17) in (A16) gives
1ﬃﬃ
g
p δ
 ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ
R

¼ − 1
2
hR
1
Δ
Rþ 2hRþ 2hμν∇μ∇ν 1ΔRþ h
μν

∇μ 1ΔR

∇ν 1ΔR

−
1
2
h

∇α 1
Δ
R

∇α 1ΔR

þ 1
2
hR
1
Δ
R: ðA19Þ
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Equation (A19) gives us directly the first variation of the Polyakov action,
−96πδSP½g ¼
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
hRþ hˆμν

2∇μ∇ν 1
Δ
Rþ

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇ν 1
Δ
R

; ðA20Þ
where we have separated the trace part from trace-free part. Defining the tensor
tμν ¼ 2∇μ∇ν 1
Δ
Rþ

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇ν 1
Δ
R

; ðA21Þ
allows us to write (A20) in the following simple way:
δSP½g ¼ −
1
96π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p fhRþ hˆμνtμνg: ðA22Þ
From this relation we can compute the energy-momentum tensor,
hTμνi ¼ 2ﬃﬃ
g
p δSP½g
δgμν
¼ − 1
48π

gμνRþ tμν − 1
2
gμνt

; ðA23Þ
where t≡ tαα ¼ −2Rþ ð∇μ 1ΔRÞð∇μ 1ΔRÞ, which shows directly the anomalous trace
gμνhTμνi ¼ −
R
24π
: ðA24Þ
Now note that we could have written (A16) as
1ﬃﬃ
g
p δ
 ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ
R

¼ 1
2
hR
1
Δ
Rþ δR 1
Δ
Rþ Rδ

1
Δ
R

;
since
1
2
hR
1
Δ
Rþ δR 1
Δ
R ¼ 1
2
hRþ hˆμν∇μ∇ν 1ΔR;
it must be that
δ

1
Δ
R

¼ 1
2
hþ 1
R
hˆμν

∇μ∇ν 1
Δ
Rþ

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇ν 1
Δ
R

: ðA25Þ
Thus σðgÞ ¼ 1
2ΔR in strict CG (hˆμν ¼ 0) is such that δσ ¼ 14 h. Note also that in strict CG the first variation (A22) becomes
δSP½g ¼ −
1
96π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
hR: ðA26Þ
We can now perform the second variation of (A26) directly (we leave to the next section the second variation in general
gauge). Using the basic variations (A15), the traceless-trace decomposition relations (A5), and δð ﬃﬃgp hˆμνÞ ¼ 12 hˆμνhˆμνgμν we
find
δ2SP½g ¼ −
1
96π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
hΔh −
1
2
h2Rþ h∇μ∇νhˆμν þ hˆμνhˆμν

1
2
t − R

þ hˆμνδtμν

: ðA27Þ
We have not written explicitly the variation δtμν since it is not very illuminating, and in any case we will not need the explicit
expression for it; we use the fact that δtμν has both traceless and trace parts to write (A27) as
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δ2SP½g ¼ −
1
96π
1
2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p fhðΔ − RÞhþ 2hAμνhˆμν þ hˆμνBμναβhˆαβg; ðA28Þ
where Aμν and Bμναβ can be read off from (A27) and the knowledge of δt
μν.
We now consider the variation leading to terms proportional to Hμν ≡ δ2gμν ¼ ξhμλhλν,
δ
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ
R ¼ 2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ
δRþOðR2Þ
¼ 2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
R
1
Δ

ΔH þ∇μ∇νHμν − 1
2
HR

þOðR2Þ
¼ 2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 
RH þ R 1
Δ
∇μ∇νHμν

þOðR2Þ
¼ 2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
Hμν

Rgμν þ∇μ∇ν 1
Δ
R

þOðR2Þ:
The trace part is
2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p
Hμν

Rgμν þ∇μ∇ν 1
Δ
R

¼ ξ
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p 1
2
h2R: ðA29Þ
Combining this with (A28) finally gives
δ2SP½g ¼ −
1
96π
1
2
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p fh½Δþ ðξ − 1ÞRhþ 2hAμνhˆμν þ hˆμνBμναβhˆαβg; ðA30Þ
with new Aμν and Bμναβ. This completes the collection of variations that we need.
As a final check of (A26) and (A30), we correctly find that in strict CG and for ξ ¼ 1 the following relation between
variations of the Polyakov and Liouville actions is fulfilled:
δSP½g þ
1
2
δ2SP½g ¼ −
1
24π
Z
d2x
ﬃﬃ
g
p h
4
Rþ h
4
Δ
h
4

¼ − 1
24π
SL

h
4
; g

: ðA31Þ
This relation strongly supports the use of the exponential parametrization.
Finally, for completeness we report the variation of δtμν for which we will need the following relations:
δ

∇μ∇ν 1ΔR

¼ δ

∇μ∂ν 1ΔR

¼ δ

∂μ∂ν 1ΔRþ Γ
λ
μν∂λ 1ΔR

¼ ∂μ∂νδ

1
Δ
R

þ δΓλμν∂λ

1
Δ
R

þ Γλμν∂λδ

1
Δ
R

¼ ∇μ∇νδ

1
Δ
R

þ 1
2
ð∇μhλν þ∇νhλμ −∇λhμνÞ∇λ

1
Δ
R

ðA32Þ
and
δ

∇μ 1ΔR

¼ ∂μδ

1
Δ
R

¼ ∇μδ

1
Δ
R

: ðA33Þ
Using these relations and (A25) in the definition (A21) gives
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hˆμνδtμν ¼ hˆμνδ

∇μ∇ν 1ΔR

þ hˆμν

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇νδ

1
Δ
R

¼ 1
2
hˆμν∇μ∇νhþ hˆμν∇μ∇ν

1
R
hˆμν

∇μ∇ν 1
Δ
Rþ

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇ν 1
Δ
R

þ hˆμν

∇μhˆλν − 1
2
∇μδλνh

∇λ

1
Δ
R

þ 1
2
hˆμν

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇νh
þ hˆμν

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇ν

1
R
hˆμν

∇μ∇ν 1
Δ
Rþ

∇μ 1
Δ
R

∇ν 1
Δ
R

; ðA34Þ
from which one can extract the explicit form of the tensors Aμν and Bμναβ appearing in (A30), but their form is not very
illuminating.
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